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[a sketch to show you what’s to come]
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Y

X

Pick two axes. One is arrayed horizontally (X) and one verti‑
cally (Y).

For each axis, choose something that people care about. It 
could be something like convenience, price, healthfulness, per‑
formance, popularity, skill level, or efficacy.

For example, there are six ways to get some diamonds across 
town. On one axis we have speed, and on the other we have 
security. It turns out that both an armored car and the postal 
service will happily insure a small envelope of diamonds, but 
one will take a long time and the other will take an after‑
noon.
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If you don’t care about security, a bike messenger is even 
faster. And if you don’t care about speed or security, well, a 
stamp will work fine.

The magic of the XY positioning of extremes is that it clari‑
fies that each option might be appropriate, depending on what 
you seek. Can you see how this chart would be totally different 
if the axes were changed to convenience, cost, environmental 
impact, or scalability?

The same approach can work for potato chips (expensive, lo‑
cal, air baked, flavored, extra thick, cheap, etc.) or for Walmart, 
Zales, and Tiffany (price, convenience, status, scarcity). Or a 
cruise ship and a private jet. Or perhaps a Ford, a Tesla, and a 
McLaren. We’re not so much interested in features as we are in 
the emotions that those features evoke.

UPS

security

Fedex
armored truck

bike messenger

speed of delivery

insured mail

regular mail
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Here are some axes for you to choose from. Because you 
know your space far better than I do, I’m sure you can come up 
with some others.

Speed

Price

Performance

Ingredients

Purity

Sustainability

Obviousness

Maintenance costs

Safety

Edginess

Distribution

Network effect

Imminence

Visibility

Trendiness

Privacy

Professionalism

Difficulty

Elitism

Danger

Experimental

Limited

Incomplete

After you pick an attribute with two extremes for the X‑axis, 
find a different attribute and use it for the Y‑axis. Plot the op‑
tions your customer has on this chart.

Now you have a map of how the alternatives stack up. A map 
that a busy human being can use to find the solution to her 
problem.

Some potato chips are marketed as healthy and organic. 
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selves as far better than the rest of the world does. This is where 
you can find artistic drive and a willingness to strive for better. 
But over time, it can also lead to bitterness.

And finally, the  bottom‑  left quadrant (c) is where we catego‑
rize people who see themselves as undeserving (and the world 
agrees). While this appears to be a sad place, it’s also a consis‑
tent one, which is why we’ve embedded this role in the hierar‑
chical culture. This is Cinderella before the ball, never expecting 
a chance for more. This is the coal miner, fighting to keep a 
dangerous,  low‑  paying job.

Before we do the analysis, though, there’s one more grid:

High perceived status

a.

b.

d.

c.

High self status

Low perceived status

Low self status
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In many interactions, people seek to change their relative 
 status—  either to adjust themselves up in comparison to their 
peers, or to seek safety by giving up and moving down.

Moving down creates safety because there’s more room and 
less threat. Fewer people jostle here for a better view or the 
chance to eat lunch first.

People are intensely aware of their relative status. We can 
move up or down. We can do that by helping/ pushing others up 
or down. We can open the door for others and enable them to 
increase their status, or we can spend time denigrating others 
or increasing our own status.

Seek to stay high/move up

1.

2.

4.

3.

Enable others

Seek to stay low/move down

Enable self/demean others
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make, then a logo is the Post‑it reminder of that promise. With‑
out a brand, a logo is meaningless.

Here’s a simple exercise:
Make a list of five logos you admire. As a consumer of de‑

sign, draw or cut and clip five  well‑  done logos.
Got ’em?
Okay, here’s my prediction: each one represents a brand you 

admire.
Almost no one picks a swastika or the clever glyph of the 

bank who ripped them off. That’s because logos are so wrapped 
up in the brand promise that we imbue them with all the pow‑
ers of the brand, ignoring the pixels involved.

Yes, it’s possible for a terrible logo to adorn a fabulous brand 
(complicated mermaid, anyone?). Many of the best brands have 
no identifiable or memorable logo (Google, Sephora, and Costco 
come to mind). And of course, a quick glance at your Helvetica 
clip sheet shows that most brands couldn’t be bothered:
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And an equal number of folks, those on the right side of the 
curve, will defend their status quo to the last day. They still read 
Reader’s Digest and use a VCR.

Good marketers have the humility to understand that you 
shouldn’t waste a minute (not of your time or of their time) on 
anyone who isn’t on the left part of the curve.

If someone is satisfied with what they have, you’re unlikely to 
have the time or the money to reach out to them directly and 
cause them to become  dissatisfied—  that is, interested enough 
and open enough to changing and becoming a customer.

It’s not for them. Not right now.
With persistence and smarts, you’ll get to them, perhaps. 

One day. Horizontally. Person to person. Through earned me‑
dia. But not right now.

It’s the neophiliacs, the folks with a problem that you can 
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Standard deviations: The percentages indicate what percentage of the 

population being measured is in each segment. For example, 34.1% of 

the population is within one standard deviation below the mean.
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differently if we choose to. But we’ll need to watch and listen to 
be able to figure out what to offer and who to offer it to.

The truth about customer contribution

It costs money to market.
It costs money to wear a suit to the meeting, to have a store‑

front, to develop new software, to keep your items in stock, to 
run ads, and to pay for publicity, and a hundred other things.

These are all fixed costs, all spread across your entire cus‑
tomer base.

If you do the math, what you’ll see will look like this:
The dotted line is the amount you’ve spent per person on mar‑

keting. And the bars are how much gross margin you’ve earned 
from each customer.
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The work you put into improving your funnel is effort well 
spent. But attempts to build a perpetual motion machine of 
profit almost always end with bitterness, because they require 
you to push too hard and too fast to do anything that lasts.

The goal is to prime the pump with ads that are aimed at 
neophiliacs, people looking to find you. Then build trust with 
frequency. To gain trial. To generate word of mouth. And to 
make it pay by building a cohort of people, a network that needs 
your work to be part of who they are and what they do.

It’s easy to skip the last part, the stuff that happens after the 
first click. And if you only do the easy, expensive part, you’ll 
almost certainly be unhappy with the outcome.

Life on the long tail

Chris Anderson’s breakthrough work on the long tail can be 
easily understood with a simple graph:

[credit : Chris Anderson]
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The April Fools’ Passover Birthday Easter shirt

Here’s a vivid example of living on the long tail: The other day I 
saw a T‑shirt for sale on Amazon that said “It’s Easter, It’s Pass‑
over, It’s April Fools’, and It’s My Birthday.”

That’s obviously a  special‑  interest item, one that can’t possi‑
bly support the effort that went into it. After all, only one in 365 
people qualifies to wear a shirt like that, and perhaps one in a 
thousand of those would actually wear one, and, I don’t know, 
perhaps one in a hundred of their friends would think to search 
for it, so the vendor probably sold four.

But there it was.

Traffic to the most popular websites

Short head vs. long tail
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Oh, I see. It’s a  long‑  tail business. A few companies are mak‑
ing tens of thousands of different shirts. They’re making them 
to order. The long tail and the infinite shelf space of Amazon 
makes this possible. They might not sell many (any) of any par-
ticular shirt, but taken together, it’s reasonable to assume that 
they’re selling thousands of shirts a month.

If you can aggregate a chunk of the long tail, you can make a 
go of it. But you can’t possibly sell just one obscure shirt and 
have a shot.

This is the false promise of the internet. That you can be 
happy with a tiny slice of the long tail. That anyone can sing or 

More searching found shirts like this one:
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In that moment, marketing can help you reach the neophili‑
acs. Inevitably, these early adopters will hype your work. Of 
course they will. That’s one of the best reasons to be an early 
adopter.

When the idea is presented to the rest of the market, it can’t 
possibly compare to the hype. Hence the trough. This is another 
way to see Moore’s chasm. It’s in this moment, when the neo‑
philiacs are bored with you and the mass market disdains you, 
that you will most likely lose momentum. This is the moment 
when you need a bridge, a new way to step through the culture 
with stories that match the worldviews of this new, more con‑
servative market.
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Case Study: Facebook and crossing the biggest chasm

In our lifetime, very few brands have crossed over fully to the 
mass market. Starbucks, which is familiar to most people read‑
ing this, hasn’t made it all the way, and neither has Heineken or 
even the bagel.

But Facebook has.
This graph shows what that looks like:
Each bar is users during a given year (the month changed 

midway, but the idea is the same). Sometime around 2008, a 
whole new bunch of everyone started using Facebook.
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That leap happened because the reason for signing up changed 
from “this is sort of interesting” to “this will help me immeasur‑
ably” to “I’m the last person on earth who’s not using this.”
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It seems complicated, something completely separate. Huge 
numbers, RFPs, a focus on meeting spec, a price war, long sales 
cycles, and no fun at all.

But it’s simpler than that.
Consider the growth of LEED certification in the United 

States. The Green Building Council has a set of efficiency stan‑
dards that buildings (one of the most expensive items in the 
world) must meet. When they first launched, only two buildings 
a day were submitted for certification.

These were the early  adopters—  architects and builders who 
wanted something new to talk about.

At that rate, it would have taken a hundred years to hit the 
numbers they hit after just twelve.
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